OUTCOMES MATRICES
for

LEADERSHIP, CITIZENSHIP, COMMUNICATION
PERSONAL LIFE MANAGEMENT, KNOWLEDGE

4-H Youth Development Program Outcomes

The end product of a quality 4-H Youth Development Program is young people who can
demonstrate leadership, citizenship, communications, and personal life management
skills in the course of learning a knowledge base. A quality 4-H Youth Development Program also incorporates the “Eight Essential Elements” (Caring Adult, Safe Environment,
Mastery, Service, Self-Determination, Inclusiveness, Futuristic, and Engagement) in the
process of structuring learning experiences to achieve the ﬁve outcomes (Leadership,
Citizenship, Communications, Personal Life Management, and Knowledge). Following
are descriptions of these outcomes, suggested indicators to identify that the outcomes are
being achieved, and the ages appropriate for the outcomes. These outcome guide sheets
should be used when planning a 4-H Youth Development activity or event.
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OUTCOMES: LEADERSHIP
Outcome Deﬁnition

Leadership is the ability to inﬂuence and support others in a positive manner for a common goal.

Indicators of the Outcomes

4-H’ers will be able to think for themselves, communicate their thoughts and feelings to others, and
help others understand and act on their own beliefs, and influence others in an ethical and socially
responsible way.
Youth will have the ability to
• Understand self
• Develop empathy
• Work cooperatively
• Communicate effectively
• Work in a team
• Plan and organize
• Understand group process
• Help a group make decisions
• Set goals
• Handle conﬂict
• Honor differences
• Solve problems

Scope and Sequence
Grades and Ages
G: K-3
A: 5-8
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Indicators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describes own good qualities
Lists good qualities of a leader
Shares how to care for a pet/plant
Identiﬁes leaders in a community
Follows a leader
Identiﬁes when he/she can be a leader
Verbalizes ideas while working in a group
Listens to and describes sounds around the self
Evaluates event
Uses puppets to work through conﬂict

G: 4-6
A: 9-11

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assesses his/her leadership skills
Recognizes and shares what is important to him/her
Begins to identify leadership skills
Describes differences in people
Identiﬁes self-responsibility
Gives examples of things in his/her life he/she can control
Introduces self or someone else to others
Observes and records non-verbal communication
Listens carefully
Identiﬁes when distracted in conversation
Manages space and time
Describes a goal
Describes how goals are set
Completes an action plan
Implements an action plan
Works together with a team
Expresses two different sides of a conﬂict
Identiﬁes at least 2 different ways to manage conﬂict
Discusses what things make a conﬂict worse
Uses decision-making steps to plan an event
Gathers information and resources for an event
Identiﬁes options in planning an event

G: 7-8
A: 12-14

•
•
•
•
•
•

Assesses his/her own leadership skills
Identiﬁes what motivates him/her
Shares his/her personal values with group
Identiﬁes skills/traits of a leader
Identiﬁes characteristics of different leadership styles
Identiﬁes and appreciates commonalities/differences
between members of a group
Identiﬁes speciﬁc actions he/she could take to earn the trust
of others
Takes on responsibility
Delivers a presentation
Describes and demonstrates decision-making processes in
group setting
Develops a presentation using multimedia technology/
visual technology
Works as a team member. Fulﬁlls a goal
Lists individual talents people share
Identiﬁes challenges/opportunities of working with a team
Identiﬁes inappropriate behaviors and demonstrates
appropriate behaviors during a meeting. Develops a list of
meeting ground rules
Participates in problem-solving conﬂict resolution process
Identiﬁes coping strategies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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G: 9-12
A: 15-19

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.

Identiﬁes individual and contextual differences in the
process of building trust
Identiﬁes similarities and differences among groups
Names his/her strengths in leadership
Demonstrates positive risk-taking in a group
Pools talents/strengths and identiﬁes partners or resources
to complement own strengths
Responds appropriately to interview questions
Demonstrates ability to balance expressing ideas and active
listening in a group
Identiﬁes the effects of ﬁrst impressions
Completes mission and vision statements
Demonstrates strategies to manage conﬂict when situation
arises
Compares a variety of conﬂict management strategies and
illustrates the advantages and disadvantages of each
Demonstrates decision-making skills to solve an issue
Compares a variety of problem-solving strategies and
identiﬁes the strengths and weaknesses of each
Develops strategies to cooperatively overcome team
challenges. Identiﬁes advantages of working as a team
Identiﬁes various roles people play on a team
Sets desired outcomes
Plans an agenda in advance
Identiﬁes various styles of leadership and situations in
which each might be most effective

Researched-based Resources

• Step Up to Leadership series. Natonal 4-H Cooperative Curriculum System, Inc. 2003
• vanLinden, Josephine A. and Carl I. Fertman. Youth Leadership: A Guide to Understanding
Leadership Development in Adolescents
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OUTCOMES: CITIZENSHIP
Outcome Deﬁnition

Citizenship is the opportunity, right, and responsibility to contribute to shaping the world around you and
providing service to others.

Indicators of the Outcomes

4-H’ers will be able to successfully contribute to shaping the world around them.
Youth will have the ability to
• Interact socially
• Provide community service/service learning
• Be a responsible citizen

• Practice character
• Work cooperatively with others

Scope and Sequence
Grades and Ages

Indicators

G: K-3
A: 5-8

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates good manners and follows rules
Plays cooperatively with others
Identiﬁes differences
Shows caring concern toward peers
Shares materials and equipment
Salutes the ﬂag and sings patriotic songs
Reads simple historical stories about family and country
Shares information about the community and its people
Helps with appropriate tasks
Completes household chores
Respects others and their belongings
Does simple sorting and categorizing
Can articulate right and wrong
Accepts responsibility for consequences of personal actions

G: 4-6
A: 9-11

•

Identiﬁes how personal differences affect interpersonal
relationships
Shows interest in and cares for others
Shares while working together
Shares history of country and role of ancestors
Identiﬁes various service roles within a community
Participates in short-term group efforts
Contributes effort toward common interest
Respects work of others
Communicates effectively while working with others
Takes turns
Develops part of a plan
Gathers information and chooses among alternatives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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G: 7-8
A: 12-14

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

G: 9-12
A: 15-19

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participates in a community project or organization
Demonstrates responsibility for applying group skills to
advanced tasks
Accepts diversity
Willingly shares and works together
Shows respectful behavior toward ﬂag and country
Demonstrates allegiance and takes part in patriotic events
Identiﬁes situations where students can be involved in
making a real contribution to their community
Participates in organized efforts that meet special needs
within a community
Reﬂects on learning from experiences
Acknowledges contributions of various team members
Involves others in planning
Identiﬁes varying points of view
Compares and analyzes information
Demonstrates understanding, friendliness, adaptability,
empathy, and politeness in groups
Builds partnerships
Works with diverse individuals and groups
Demonstrates social responsibility
Shares without expectation of reward
Responds to global needs of others
Participates with adults in meeting community needs
Contributes to a common good
Evaluates experiences
Helps group set and reach larger goals
Shares further applications beyond group
Becomes involved in causes based on personal values and
ethics
Identiﬁes consequences of various ethical concerns
Assesses and makes adjustments in plans
Identiﬁes long-term consequences of solutions to problems

Research-based Resources and References

• Exploring Citizenship 4-H Curriculum, National 4-H Council, Chevy Chase, MD
• Public Adventures 4-H Citizenship Curriculum, National 4-H Council, Chevy Chase, MD
• Hendricks, Patricia. Targeting Life skills Model: Incorporating Developmentally Appropriate Learning
Opportunities to Assess Impact of Life Skill Development (4H 137A). Iowa State University, Ames, IA., 1998
• Ranum, Brenda; Baumgartner, Cindy; Grover, Vanette. BOOMERANG (4H 40), Iowa State University
Extension. 1998
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OUTCOMES: COMMUNICATION
Outcome Deﬁnition

Communication is the exchange of thoughts, information, or messages between individuals, as well as the
sending and receiving of information using speech, writing, and gestures.

Indicators of the Outcome

4-H’ers will be able to successfully send and receive messages using written, oral, and/or visual means.
Youth will have the ability to
• Communicate with others
• Present complex ideas/information
• Explain concepts
• Analyze group/individual responses
• Recognize audience and purpose
• Develop a speech
• Present a demonstration
• Use verbal communication skills effectively
• Use non-verbal communication skills effectively
• Use “on your feet reasoning” to defend choices

Scope and Sequence
Grades and Ages

Indicators

G: K-3
A: 5-8

• Turns computer on and off
• Answers basic questions
• Participates in group discussions
• Writes story describing something that happened to self

G: 4-6
A: 9-11

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describes modes of communication and active listening skills
Chooses an opinion and defends it with details
Describes the purpose and use of symbols
Gives and interprets directions
Shares information together
Writes a letter of request
Writes a thank you note
Develops and presents an illustrated talk
Introduces self and others using appropriate etiquette in a group
situation
Gathers data from the Web
Prepares a document on the computer
Listens actively to others in a group
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G: 7-8
A: 12-14

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participates in group discussion about an issue
Prepares own appearance to make a good impression
Recognizes and creates assertive statements
Identiﬁes the listening styles presented
Creates alternative solutions to everyday conﬂicts
Mentors a younger youth
Writes and presents oral reason for planning
Prepares a press release or public service announcement
Outlines a demonstration
Presents and critiques a demonstration
Delivers a speech
Identiﬁes the different parts of a speech
Practices interview skills by answering questions spontaneously
Cites sources used in preparation of an exhibit

G: 9-12
A: 15-19

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducts an interview
Selects a speech topic to ﬁt a speciﬁc audience
Completes research on a speech topic
Completes a speech
Prepares clear visual aids
Remains calm when speaking in public
Evaluates another’s presentation
Completes an outline for a speech
Explains choices
Constructs both sides of an issue
Identiﬁes career requirements and characteristics
Composes a usable résumé and a correlating cover letter
Prepares and conducts a club meeting
Uses appropriate media to enhance a presentation
Reﬂects on learning from experiences
Articulates signiﬁcance of experience and application
Uses knowledge to teach others

Researched-based Resources

• Communications Toolkit: Fun Skill-Building Activities To Do With Kids (4H 1560) (ISBN 1-56525-013-3),
Michigan State University Extension
• Communications Project Materials through 4-H Cooperative Curriculum System
- Picking up the Pieces, Level 1
- Putting It Together, Level 2
- The Perfect Fit, Level 3
- Helper’s Guide
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OUTCOMES: PERSONAL LIFE MANAGEMENT
Outcome Deﬁnition

Personal life management includes the skills individuals need to navigate in a changing world and
the skills they need to lead a healthy lifestyle.

Indicators of the Outcome

1. Ability to navigate skills: critical thinking, decision making/problem solving, relationships,
responsibility
2. Daily management skills related to ﬁnancial management, record keeping, time
management, and management of a healthy lifestyle, clothing, and shelter

Scope and Sequence
Grades and
Ages

G: K-3
A: 5-8

Indicators

Ability to Navigate

Daily Management Skills

• Asks questions before, during, and after
acquiring information
• Shares many ideas
• Deﬁnes or classiﬁes things by their use
• Follows simple and short directions
• Accepts responsibility for consequences
of personal actions
• Identiﬁes problems
• Chooses among a few selected
alternatives
• Completes simple projects
• Does simple sorting and categorizing
• Has a “best” friend
• Discuss situation
• Follows family rules
• Plays cooperatively
• Respects others and their belongings
• Accepts responsibility for the
consequences of own actions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Saves money
Writes words and sentences
Identiﬁes time and being on time
Identiﬁes healthy food choices
Shares family and personal tastes
Shares personal symptoms of illness
Practices safety
Selects appropriate clothing for the
weather and/or activities
Puts away clothes
Regularly brushes teeth and bathes
Helps put toys and belongings away
Helps with household chores
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G: 4-6
A: 9-11

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Locates resources to answer questions
Completes a project
Asks questions
Applies experiences to new situations
Breaks things into steps; sequences
Participates in a wide variety of
learning experiences
Gathers information before making
decisions
Able to choose among several
alternatives
Identiﬁes adult feelings toward religion,
ethnic groups, money, etc.
Shares opinions
Identiﬁes problems
Gathers information needed to solve
problems
Sets short-term goals
Develops part of a plan
Forms loyal friendships
Shares ideas about changes in self,
family, and community
Manages situations and adjusts
Works together with others of similar
interest/abilities
Takes responsibility for meeting
deadlines
Usually on time
Tries new things
Learns how to use and care for things
Has a sense of fairness

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Makes change
Chooses among different options
Categorizes information
Selects useful information
Spends time on-task
Breaks tasks into steps or parts for
easier completion
Actively pursues physical exercise
Chooses leisure opportunities based
upon interests
Reacts appropriately to stressful
situations
Makes healthy lifestyle choices
Takes positive action
Identiﬁes dangerous situations
Selects appropriate clothing for the
weather and/or activities
Begins making wise clothing purchases
Helps with laundry
Regularly brushes teeth and bathes
Keeps personal space in home clean
and orderly
Assists with household chores
Helps with conservation in the home
(turn lights off, limit water use, etc.)

G: 7-8
A: 12-14

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identiﬁes deeper meanings
Identiﬁes varying points of view
Compares and analyzes information
Works quietly on own as needed
Demonstrates creativity in personal way
Improves product as needed
Asks questions to get wanted information
Predicts results
Uses technology/science to complete
tasks
Classiﬁes information for use
Compares and chooses among several
alternatives
Makes personal decisions based on
forethought
Identiﬁes a plan of action for resolution
of the problem
Sets long-term goals
Plans strategies to reach goals
Implements a simple plan
Involves others in planning
Accepts responsibility
Builds rewarding relationships
Practices assertiveness
Able to manage stress
Makes changes
Plans for the future
Thanks team members
Starts projects on own
Works and completes projects
independently
Makes ethical applications

• Makes simple budgets for ﬁnancial
resources
• Plans ahead how resources may be used
• Applies record keeping to selected tasks
• Allocates time among tasks
• Usually meets deadlines
• Compares labels and product quality
• Spends time in physical activity
• Chooses activities to avoid or
productively deal with stress
• Identiﬁes lifestyle practices that lead to
good health
• Identiﬁes needs versus wants
• Assists with laundry
• Practices good hygiene
• Keeps personal space in home clean and
orderly
• Assists with household chores
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G: 9-12
A: 15-19
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• Applies a rule or principle underlying
the relationship among objects
• Reﬂects on what to believe or do
• Participates in in-depth, longer learning
experiences
• Organizes, processes, and maintains
information
• Interprets, communicates information
(symbols, pictures, graphs, etc.)
• Pursues independent learning
• Conducts systematic inquiry
• Follows through to ﬁnd answers
• Purposefully develops new competencies
• Speciﬁes goals and constraints
• Identiﬁes pros and cons of decisions or
actions
• Generates and evaluates alternatives
• Applies personal-value criteria to
choices
• Makes decisions without parental input
• Identiﬁes alternative outcomes for
various solutions to problems
• Probes, devises, implements, and
evaluates plan of action for problem
resolution
• Implements strategies for reaching
long-term goals
• Manages resources to achieve a goal
• Assesses and makes adjustments in plans
• Forms close relationships
• Prepares for situations
• Leads change
• Works effectively in teams
• Organizes several tasks into sequential
segments, allocates needed time to each
• Establishes and meets own deadlines
• Accepts responsibility for own needs
and behaviors
• Examines consequences of various
ethical concerns

• Able to locate resources
• Prepares budgets
• Manages a checking account (deposits,
withdrawals, balancing)
• Uses credit wisely (understands costs
and beneﬁts; avoids using beyond
ﬁnancial ability)
• Generates and invests ﬁnancial resources
• Uses records to complete reports and
forms when needed
• Organizes several tasks into sequential
segments; allocates needed time to each
• Establishes own deadlines; meets them
• Prepares and follows schedules
• Applies nutrition information to food
choices
• Participates in individual and team
athletic events
• Makes healthy choices
• Articulates reason for leisure activities
• Participates in leisure activities that
may continue into adulthood
• Helps others deal appropriately with
stressful situations
• Uses appropriate means to deal with
personal stress
• Understands mind/body relationship in
preventing and treating disease
• Avoids unhealthy risky behavior
• Advances personal and community
safety
• Makes lifestyle decisions about
self-protection
• Compares labels and product quality
• Able to do own laundry
• Practices good hygiene
• Assists with home maintenance
• Helps make home improvement decisions
• Understands shelter costs

Researched-based Resources

• Duffett, A.; Johnson, J., Farkas, S.; Kung, S.; Ott, A. All Work and No Play?: Listening to What KIDS
and PARENTS Really Want from Out-of-School Time, A report prepared by Public Agenda, 2004
• Directions: Youth Development Outcomes of the Camp Experience. A study conducted by Philliber Research
Associates and the American Camp Association, American Camping Association, 2005
• National Association of State Administrators for Family and Consumer Sciences (NASAFACS). Family and
Consumer Sciences Education National Standards, 1998
• Gambone, M.A., Klem, A.M. & Connell, J.P. Finding Out What Matters for Youth: Testing Key Links in
a Community Action Framework for Youth Development. Philadelphia: Youth Development Strategies, Inc., and
Institute for Research and Reform in Education, 2002
• Theokas, C.; Naudeau, S.; Almerigi, J.; Gestsdottir, S.; Alberts, A.; Jelicic, H.; Ma, L.; Simpson, I.; Smith, L.;
Lerner, R.M.; Christiansen, E.; Lerner, J.V. Good News About America’s Youth: The National 4-H Study of
Positive Youth Development (PYD). Institute for Applied Research in Youth Development, Tufts University, 2004
• Astroth, Kirk A. Welcome to the Club: Education Where the Bell Never Rings. Unpublished doctoral
dissertation. Bozeman, MT: Montana State University. 1996
• Astroth, K., Research Findings Show the Impact of 4-H, Montana 4-H Research Summary. Montana State
University, 1996
• Brentro, Larry K.; Brokenleg, Martin; Van Bockern, Steve. Reclaiming Youth at Risk: Our Hope for the Future.
Bloomington: National Education Service, 1990
• Speaking of Developmental Assests: Presentation Resources and Strategies. Search Institute, Minneapolis, MN, 2001
• Hendricks, Patricia. Targeting Life skills Model: Incorporating Developmentally Appropriate Learning
Opportunities to Assess Impact of Life Skill Development (4H 137A). Iowa State University, Ames, IA., 1998
• Carlson, S. and Maxa, S. Science Guidelines for Nonformal Education. St. Paul, MN: Center for 4-H Youth
Development, University of Minnesota, 1997
• Horton, R. and Hutchinson, S. Nuturing Scientiﬁc Literacy Among Youth Through Experientially Base Curriculum
Materials. Center for 4-H Youth Development, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, 1997
• Zeldin, S., Day, T. and Matysik, G. Program and Activity Assessment Tool. Department of 4-H Youth
Development, University of Wisconsin-Extension, Madison, WI, 2001
• Gambone, M.A.; Klem, A. M.; Connell, J.P. Finding Out What Matters for Youth: Testing Key Links in a
Community Action Framework for Youth Development. Philadelphia: Youth Development Strategies, Inc., and
Institute for Research and Reform in Education, 2002
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OUTCOMES: KNOWLEDGE
Outcome Deﬁnition

Youth will have quality learning experiences focused on mastering new skills and information related to self
selected areas of interest.

Indicators of the Outcome

4-H’ers will focus on marketable and social skills for future careers as well as skills for life-long hobbies
and interests.

Scope and Sequence
Grades and Ages

Indicators

G: K-3
A: 5-8

• Listens when others speak
• Shares ideas with the group
• Works with small group of peers to accomplish a deﬁned task
• Identiﬁes self as a member of the group
• Can tell time
• Makes choices
• Selects resources to complete tasks
• Additional indicators based on speciﬁc subject matter

G: 4-6
A: 9-11

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Uses technology
Researches possibilities
Sets goals
Apply and use math and reading skills
Identiﬁes one’s own competencies
Generates ideas for group work relative to project
Works together with others of similar interests
Identiﬁes self as a member of the group
Tries new things
Is usually on time
Makes choices
Keeps records
Assists in providing direction and hands-on help for project
Selects resources to complete tasks
Additional indicators based on speciﬁc subject matter

G: 7-8
A: 12-14

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
G: 9-12
A: 15-19

Selects appropriate technology and applies it to task
Articulates sequence of steps involved in creating product
Sets goals for a speciﬁc task
Keeps records of steps taken to compete task
Identiﬁes and uses own competencies
Negotiates personal and group needs
Generates ideas for group work related to project
Can provide direction and hands-on help for project
Shares beneﬁts of combined effort
Thanks team members for contributions
Demonstrates iniative in a project or activity
Works and completes projects independently
Can organize resources to complete tasks
Maintains records to review learning
Additional indicators based on speciﬁc subject matter

Chooses activities and projects to improve skills in identiﬁed
interest areas
• Practices interviewing skills
• Makes advanced application of math, reading, speaking, and
dexterity skills to c omplete related tasks
• Sets speciﬁc, measurable, attainable, realistic, and tangible goals
(S.M.A.R.T.)
• Evaluates learning through record keeping and self reﬂection
• Describes personal strengths
• Teaches new skills to others
• Generates ideas for group work related to project
• Develops a plan to implement ideas
• Delegates tasks to other members of group to complete project
work
• Makes contribution to group cause
• Works cooperatively in teams
• Practices good listening skills
• Seeks input from others
• Follows through on commitments to the group
• Establishes own deadlines and meets them
• Prioritizes tasks
• Maintains records to review learning and growth
• Follows through on commitments to group and self
• Additional indicators based on speciﬁc subject matter
•

Researched-based Resources

• Hendricks, Patricia. Targeting Life skills Model: Incorporating Developmentally Appropriate Learning
Opportunities to Assess Impact of Life Skill Development (4H 137A). Iowa State University, Ames, IA., 1998
• The Power of Youth in a Changing World
• National Recognition Model
• Project materials
• Project-related websites
• Field specialist observations
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community of
young people
across America who are learning
leadership, citizenship and
life skills.

4-H is a

Prepared by Iowa State University Extension 4-H Youth Development staff
Brenda Allen, Heidi Bell, Lisa Berkland, Don Broshar, Annette Brown,
Gail Castillo, Cheryl Hardison, Dianna Mishler, and Ann Torbert.
Assisted by Jane Todey, Iowa Department of Education.

. . . and justice for all
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender,
religion, age, disability, political beliefs, sexual orientation, and marital or family status. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Many materials can
be made available in alternative formats for ADA clients. To ﬁle a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Ofﬁce of Civil Rights, Room 326-W, Whitten
Building, 14th and Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call 202-720-5964. Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension work, Acts
of May 8 and June 30, 1914, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Stanley R. Johnson, director, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa.
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